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Lee Polk:

CTW

Lee Polk:

CTW

Mr. Whitehead, I noticed that in the New York Times you

mentioned 1984 as the target date for ... it occurred ...

I just wanted to ask ...

It occurred to me first.

I wanted to ask you about government regulation. You say

it would seem as if broadcasters, and I know that you have

not been in the broadcasting to the point you have in telecom-

munications, but that you indicated that there should be less

Government control of broadcasting. I was in Miami when

you made the speechthout Mr. Vanocur and public affairs
programs on publie broadcasting. Since that time, Mr. Vanocur

has resigned and public affairs broadcasting has diminished

to the point where no one resists or it would be eliminated
publicly. Wouldn't you say that your Office, as a direct arm

to the President, would be, in a sense interferring with what's

going on in other programs?

No. First of all the speech I gave in Miami was not a speech

about Sander Vanocur. It was not a speech about public affairs

programming on public television. The speech was about the

nature of public broadcast system where the control was to

lie, where the funding was going to come from and pointing up

some of the dilemmas that we face when we undertake to use

the taxpayers' dollars to fund a medium of expression, and

how does the responsibility and the answerability get sorted

out.

Secondly, I don't see that there's anything particularly improper

about a government official giving a speech about how govern-

ment monies are used. We have that kind of responsibility.

We feel very strongly that public television should develop

and this President has steadily increased the funding from

5 million dollars when he took office to the current figure
of 45 million dollars that he request ed for this year. And,
we certainly do think that there is a role for public affairs
programming on public television. We simply are honest
enough to say that we haven't found out a way to fund public
television with the federal dollars and have those federal
dollars go for controversial politically-oriented programming
in a way that does away with the suspicion that there is some
kind of political control. To the extent that public television
wants to use foundation funds, to the extent that public tele-
vision wants to use private funds, what have you, for public
affairs programming that's not only appropriate to the
Communications Act, it's their responsibility.
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I would like to identify myself. I am Senator Cox. I am
former Chairman of the Board of the Academy and for
further purposes of identification, I should say I am also
Vice President of Corporate Communications and attorney
of litigations before the FCC and a licensed pilot. Now
that that's out of the way, get on with it. I have studied
your speech; I have also studied your Bill; I have also
studied your letter of transmittal and accompanying bill
to the House. And one thing really puzzles me. It seems
to me that there's a dichotomy between what one Bill says,
and what the rhetoric of your speech addresses itself to.
The speech certainly raised a very profound issue in terms
of the goals of a federally licensed media and a free society.
It involves the First Amendment clearly. And I think it's

the speech that probably has many of us quite a bit frightened,
because i.t raises the specter of a government standard which
you have now spoken of at great lengths this afternoon in
connection with the Bill as something you don't want to get
involved with. But when you speak of ideological plugolas
you are faced with the problem of finally adjudicating what
constitutes those things. That leads to a line which I read
today in theTimes which sounds like something by Franz Kafka
as told to . . . "And every housewife knows what an elitist
is,,' now I don't know where you took your poll . .

CTW Among housewives, obviously.

Maybe around the White House. What I'm trying to come to
grips with here is, exactly what is your intent, because the
Bill does not speak to the intent expressed in your speech of
holding the local stations responsible for what the networks
are putting on down the line, and how exactly do you want
the local stations to control the networks? Because I don't
think that your Bill really speaks to that issue at all.

You're quite right. We don't want to set up a Federal
standard for these kinds of things, but that doesn't mean
that the problems don't exist. We have kind of come to a
rather unhappy state of affairs in this country, I think,
when we feel that responsibility can only be exercised in
Washington, and it's Washington that somehow is the final
arbiter of what's going to happen and what needs to be done.
If this President is trying to change anything in the domestic
scene, it's to change that concept. Now, let's ccnsider how
that's applied to broadcasting. Just because we think the
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Federal Government shouldn't enforce the standard, just
because we in the White House don't try to identify and
define who are the "elitists" and what's "gossip" and
what's "plugola" and what's not, it's not because those
things don't exist. I wouldn't have given the speech
that I did in Indianapolis if there weren't some concern
that these things do, from time to time, and in various
places, exist. The question that I have to address, in
my responsibility in Washington, is what is the Federal
system whereby these abuses will be checked. Now, if
you want to argue that there are no abuses, that none of
this exists, the broadcasting industry is somehow
perfect or is somehow above criticism, then you can
ignore the rest of my remarks.

But if you feel that the profession of broadcasting should
concern itself with self-improvement, should concern
itself in finding where the professionalism is not being
lived up to, and should take corrective measures, then
it seems to me, you have to ask yourself where those
corrective measures should come from. My speech
in Indianapolis gave our conclusion. It said it should
not come from Washington because there is too much
potential for abuse, because it erodes too seriously
the separation between the Government and the media.
Alright, then it's got to come from somewhere. The
place it should come from is the viewing public and the
professionals who have responsibility within the broad-
casting system. And those people are the network
executives, the network presidents, the station owners,
and the station managers. They should be paying more
attention to the exercise of voluntary responsibility.
The thing about a community leader is that he undertakes
to define on behalf of his community, what is responsible.
And that's what he ought to be doing, and he ought to be
doing it as a community leader on a voluntary basis.
And, that's what we think the country has every right to
expect of the broadcasting business. That is the only
alternative to the people coming to Washington and saying,
"Hey, it's not being done within the industry itself. We're
complaining to you and we want you to deal with our
complaints."
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Dr. Whitehead, I'm from CBS News. A lot of people

watching the progress of public television in the past

year have concluded that there has been less and less

public affairs as a result of White House pressure to the

point where at least one television critic refers to

public television now as the "Nixon Network." They

think that has happened in part because the White House

has driven a wedge between public television stations

and central suppliers of programming. Your speech

here and the one in Indianapolis don't seem to

differentiate between news and public affairs programming,

and entertainment programming. And I think that many

people fear that by saying the responsibility should rest

with the local affiliates, you will similarly drive a wedge

between commercial television stations and their central

suppliers. How can you assure the American public,

let alone the networks, the same kind of "Nixon Network"

will not result in commercial television?

But let me tell the people don't trust the

rhetoric that comes out of the press either. The

only thing that's going to make any difference to the

people is what actually happened. Now, our point of

view, that we have urged upon the Congress, that

we have urged upon public television is not inconsistent

with what I've been urging more recently for commercial

broadcasting.

The idea of local responsibility is central to our broad-

casting system. This country has never tolerated

excessive concentrations of power; it doesn't tolerate

them in Washington, where we have checks and balances;

it doesn't tolerate them in private industry. If the public

doesn't like Richard Nixon, they simply don't re-elect

him. Do they have that opportunity with the three

television networks?

Now, what we're trying to do with public television is

to establish a system whereby the needs and interests

and education and information and culture and what have

you, as defined by the local community, can be met.

And we think that the Public Broadcasting Corporation

which receives federal money and distributes it and uses
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it for the purposes of these local stations should exist

to serve them, not to become their headquarters and

their master. We don't think it's useful to have a
federally funded corporation become the headquarters

for a television network, and we don't think that that
kind of a system should be allowed, because of its
political sensitivity. We don't think that that federally

funded entity should be funding highly controversial
political programs. It is too tempting to make it

into a Nixon network or a Kennedy network, or a

Johnson network, or a Muskie network. And if we

really wanted to make it into a Nixon network, you

might ask yourselves how you would do it. Would

you take off public affairs from the federally funded

part of public television, or would you replace the

Bill Moyers Show with the Ron Ziegler Show? If

you really had a malevolent intent, how would you

do it? And decide for yourselves, are we malevolent,
are we dumb, or are we trying to be responsible?

Look at what we're doing.

Dr. Whitehead, in your speech you noted correctly

that currently before your legislation that the

responsibility belongs with the local broadcasters.

Why is it necessary for this campaign of rhetoric and

charges which were, as you said, you wouldn't want

documented in the Times this morning, if we already

have the responsibility for broadcasting resting with

the local broadcasters should this stay the same,

and shouldn't the FCC stay powerful and independent

and a bi-partisan regulatory agency without the

appearance of a White House agency, which as I

understand, was originally for the purpose of only

coordinating inter-governmental communication?

The FCC certainly should remain a bi-partisan and
independent agency. We have two questions there:
One, why the rhetoric if we don't change the

responsibility. Second, how should we deal with the
FCC?

Reading for the rheteric is quite simple. We think,

along with many, many public critics of public
broadcasting that that responsibility could be better
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exercised. More importantly, we think the responsibility
has to come out in the open; it has to be focused upon.
When we are undertaking to change the Government control
of broadcasting in the direction of less control, you
simply cannot afford to have in this country an institution
that is above responsibility. We just can't have that.
There has to be responsibility and answerability to
someone. Now, as we begin to take away the centralized
government control over broadcasting, which I hope and
pray is what the people in the press and the industry want,
because that's the core of the First Amendment, then we
have to ask somebody to take over that responsibility.
And, I can't think of anyone better than the people in the
industry, the people who have risen to the top who claim
to have the responsibility for that institution and claim

to be the best people to exercise it.

Now, secondly, how should this Administration, or how
should any Administration deal with the FCC? I think

it's far better that the FCC remain independent; that

it remain bi-partisan, that we not engage in the delusion

that it is somehow part of the Executive Branch. The

minute that Dean Burch was appointed as Chairman of the

FCC, he ceased to work for the President of the United

States, and he became answerable to the Congress of the

United States. We think that's a sound concept.

How, then, is the Administration, how is the President

to get his point of view across to the FCC, across to the

public? Is he going to do it quietly through telephone
calls from anonymous White House aides who are not
answerable to the Congress, over to the FCC? Now,
that's quite a plausible way to work, but there's

another way to work. And that is to set up a focal point
within the Executive Branch, someone who is answerable
directly to the President and who speaks publicly,
raises these questions publicly, asks that there be public
debate about what is now going on, public debate about
where we ought to be going, somebody that specifically
raises the question about how are we going to get to
1984, rather than try to slide that under the table in
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the name of very noble causes insidiously moves us
to the result of 1984. Those who would consider 1984
ought to go back and re-read the book. Remember
that the large percentage of the people in that society
liked what Big Brother was doing for them, because
Big Brother was doing in their interest, in their name.

I appreciate that there are those in the audience who
feel that this is a malevolent Administration. But, go
home tonight and ask yourselves if we're really as
dumb as you also seem to think.

One of the things that concerns the average citizen
today and those of us in the industry, and I speak of
those of us in the industry in quotes and address
myself to your area, is the private feeling, and Pm
not mistaking that for malevolence, and,therefore, I
would like to ask you for clarification on two points;
if there isn't time, on one point. You have addressed
yourself, and I appreciate this, to the public broad-
casting area. Those of us Who feel strongly in the
industry about improving programs are very concerned
about the public broadcasting system, Channel 13
and others. The excellence of programming, I think, needs
no comment from me. If it is a tendency because of
public affairs, aren't we doing a disservice to the
industry by the funds are withdrawn and
the public broadcasting area is no longer, where do
we go towards guidelines for improving our programming.

Number two, in your discussion and comments about
the increasing new responsibilities on the local area,
I quote you, "the broadcaster, it seems, is
substantially attuned to the needs and interests of the
community he serves," but what burns me about this
is the going into the local level. For example, if
something offends me in a local area pertinent to their
areas, how do we undo that, or don't we? Is it quantity
or quality? These things disturb me very much.
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I think both of your points are disturbing. They're
disturbing things going on in the communications business
and the communications regulation today. And, I think
it is healthy that there is some discussion. I quite agree
with you that if excessive emphasis on the public affairs
being funded by the Federal Government causes the
rest of public television to be a casualty, that would be
a sad thing. Public television has done many marvelous
things and should continue to do so with healthy support
from the Federal Government. But, to the extent it is
made political, to the extent that we have to have
continual debates in the Congress about how public dollars
are being used for these controversial things, then it is
inevitable that everyone has to pay the consequences of
that political discussion.

Secondly, there are many ways one could answer this
question about how the local responsibility should be
traded off with some national sensibilities, and awareness
of national concerns. All I can say to you, I think, is
that any weighing of those two concerns is imperfect and
everyone has to balance it for himself. We feel that it
is the responsibility of a local licensee to be sure that
his public is informed about national and international
issues. He hardly would be a community leader if he
didn't live up to that responsibility. That's not What
really is at stake; that's not what is at question. The
question is, who will enforce that? And, we are
simply saying that it has drifted too far in the direction
of Washington enforcement. And we think it would be
best to curtail that trend and move back a little bit in
the direction of more local entertainment.

Two questions on journalism. Primarily, first, when
you say the "community should be aware of its leaders,"
would you care to comment on the idea that Mr. Nixon
hasn't held a press conference for the past three months?

I think Mr. Nixon is the best judge of how he can best
inform the country, and I don't presume to make that
judgment for him.
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The second question means a very great deal to broad-

cast journalism: Recently there have been a couple of

court decisions, one in Newark and one in Los Angeles,

denying, so far, the right of newsmen to protect their

sources of information. Would you care to comment

on this, the Government's position on that?

It's a very disturbing trend to see reporters being forced

by Government to reveal what they view as confidential

sources. It's a trend that should not be allowed to

develop too far. The question again, is how do we

balance competing interests of society. The First

Amendment is a very important consideration; public

safety, law enforcement, the judicial system, those

represent very important considerations. Again,

the process has to balance these two considerations

out. The position of this Administration is the

mandatory legal requirement that reporters turn over

their notes should be relied upon only in the direst of

circumstances, only when there is an overriding

concern on the other side and that, by and large,

that is best enforced through the courts rather than

trying to define the balance in national legislation

where, I think, inevitably, the press would suffer

more than they are suffering at the hands of the courts.

One more, also, don't think this is in line with denying

this privilege of that in the same way that the pressure

was put on CBS for "The Selling of the Pentagon Papers"?

CTW I don't see the connection.

_ I have to hark back to those three phrases, the "ideological

plugola, " "elitist gossip," and "accountability" which,

whether you like it or not, may become as famous in our

times as Rome and "Romanism" and those types and,

I thought I had heard the tenor of this phraseology some-

where before. It happened that I was doing a little

historical research, and, indeed, I found the granddaddy

of your attitude. It was something called the Sedition Act

of 1798 which went on the law books of this country, but
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briefly, because the country became so asham
ed of itself.

It resembles your phase of "accountabilit
y" is that this

Act provided punishment by fine up to $2,000 or

imprisonment up to two years, hark the languag
e,

Mr. Whitehead, for anyone who should by writ
ing, or

the spoken word, bring the Government, th
e Executive,

or the Congress, into disrepute.

Now, what is a $2,000 fine along side the loss 
of a license

because the phraseology did not suit the writer
?

The gentleman obviously did not listen 
to my speech very

carefully. Because, I think I made it quite clear that

we would oppose any governmental enfor
cement to

correct the abuses that are contained
 in those somewhat

colorful words. Now, I wonder if the
 questioner is

suggesting that elitist gossip and ideol
ogical plugola do

not exist anywhere at any time . . .

It's hardly to be distinguished fr
om the words of the

Sedition Act about bringing the Gove
rnment and the

Executive into disrepute. . .

CTW They are equally subjective.

Can you make the distinction with the d
ifference or without?

CTW They are equally subjective.

Do you have proof that those statements exist
?

CTW The Government should not be in the business of enf
orcing

these kinds of things. The Government should stay ou
t

of that. The place it should be enforced is within the

industry itself. I hope no one here disagrees with that.

In the prepared text of your Indianapolis speech, you
 twice

referred to a broadcaster's demonstrating responsibi
lity

and accountability at license renewal time, and yet 
when

you delivered that address, you deleted the phrase "at

license renewal time." This has been interprete
d by

some as some kind of implied threat. License renewal

time will not he the time the broadcasters would be
 held

accountable. The Government had something 
else in

mind. We're responsible.



Yes. None of us are exactly perfect. I did see the
television coverage of that, and I did omit those phrases.
They appeared in the credit text, and if was an
inadvertent omission on my part, because I was trying
to hurry through what I thought was an overlong talk.
I stand by the written version of that speech. However,
I should point out that in many press reports the phrase
in that same sentence "be held responsible by the
broadcaster's community at license renewal time" was
also omitted. I just wonder if the elimination of the
phrase "by the broadcaster's community" was meant
to suggest something to the reader that was not suggested
in the actual statement. I hope that was equally inadvertent,
and for the purposes of clarity.

Mr. Whitehead, Dave Pressman, Channel 5 in New York.
I think I can focus on the one basic concern of broadcasters
and broadcast journalists. In your speech you said that
those network executives and station managers who fail

to correct your words "imbalance or consistent bias"

would be held fully accountable at license renewal time,
what we were just discussing.

By their community, at license renewal time.

And if the community doesn't hold them responsible, then
will the FCC, will the Federal Government?

It's a little hard to see how they could, under our bill,
because the only criteria that are allowed are criteria
that are based on the local community; and the FCC,
under our bill, is explicitly prohibited from considering
their own criteria. We, in the White House, are explicitly
excluded in this process from telling the FCC what we
think are good criteria.

But, if the FCC is the traffic cop, if there is an objection
from the local community, the FCC makes the decision,
is that correct?
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CTW That is correct.

And the FCC is appointed by the White House, is that

correct?

CTW That is correct.

CTW

So, therefore, what you're saying is that if there is

consistent bias as interpreted by the FCC after hearing

from the local community, then licenses will be denied.

It would depend on the FCC's judgment as to how

serious that was in terms of the total service to that

community.

Now, I unfortunately can't figure out a way to do away

with the FCC and license renewal time. We are talking

about a balance of people's concerns here. We have

suggested a way that we think is an improvement over
the current situation. Now, I realize there are many

people who oppose our change. If they would like the

current situation, with its more open opportunity for the
FCC to apply its own standards, to work its way every

three years instead of every five years and to not justify
what it's doing in terms of local community performance
and concerns, but simply because it happens to think
something is worthwhile and useful, then I suggest that
that shows there is something wrong. If we wanted to
appoint people to the FCC who would be sufficiently

irresponsible, to enforce the short-run political views
of this Administration, I suppose we could do that. But
we haven't.

Similarly, if we wanted to keep the Communications Act
criteria vague, if we wanted to keep it out of the public
eye, I suppose we could do that. But we haven't done that.
We've tried to strike what we think is a responsible
balance. We hope that when the people in this industry
look at how we have struck the balance, between the
rather extensive regulation that we have today and the
total lack of regulation which would leave the community
with no recourse, that they will see it as a net
improvement.
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But, ultimately, Federal officials will decide what "bias"

is.

I see no way to insulate the people from their government.

As I said, they can always un-elect Richard Nixon.

What about the question of whether the press, the electronic

press, is free to criticize the Government?

There is no question that they are. There is question

that they shouldn't be. One of the least noted statements

in my speech was that the First Amendment has to apply

fully and completely to broadcasting or it doesn't mean

a thing in this age of electronic journalism. That is the

touchstone, and that ought to be the touchstone of where

we're going in broadcasting.

MC Thank you, Mr. Whitehead. And we have one more question,

and then we must conclude.

CTW

Dr. Whitehead, wouldn't the best watchdog over a station's

performance be someone who was seeking to take that

station away, possibly, on some kind of local violation;

and in that regard, wouldn't it be better to maintain the

comparative hearings, even if it meant beefing up the

staff of the FCC in order to assure that these opposition

voices will be heard not someone to refer to as

"community leaders," but don't identify.

I don't think so because as the questioner before you pointed

out very clearly, it's ultimately the Federal Government

that has to make the decision between the competing

applicant, the existing licensee, and what the local

community needs and wants. As long as we're licensing

the use of the public's airways, the Government has to
make that kind of decision for the public. The public has

every right to look to the Government to make that decision.
What we are talking about here is the process and how
much insulation does the industry have from the Government
as to how much opportunity the Government has to impose
its will on the industry.
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By extending the hearing period from three to five years,

you shut off the voice for another two years.

CTW We haven't completely shut it off, what we've said is that

we'll take a rather serious complaint to raise the question

in the interval.

MC Thank you very much, Mr. Whitehead. Agree or disagree,

we are most appreciative to you for keeping up in the

avenues of communication of our industry. Thank you again.
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Current procedures in the license renewal system --and

the trends in broadcast regulation generally over the last

decade -- raise the possibility of an unnecessary and

unhealthy erosion in First Amendment rights in broad-

casting. This could happen if broadcasters, affected by

the uncertainty and instability of their business, seek

economic safety by rendering the type of program service

that will most nearly assure renewal of their license,

and that license is, after all, the right to function as

a medium of expression. If the Government sets detailed

performance criteria to be applied at renewal time, the

result could be that the Government's criteria, instead

of the local community's needs and interests, would

become the touchstone for measuring the broadcaster's

public interest performance. Stability in broadcast

licensing is, therefore, an important goal of public policy.

Counterbalancing the goal of stability in the license renewal

process, however, is the prohibition in the Communications

Act against anyone acquiring a property right in the broad-

cast license. The public has access to the broadcast media

only through the broadcaster's transmitter, unlike their

access to printing presses and the mails. The First

Amendment rights of those who do not own broadcast stations
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thus must also be recognized, along with society's

interest in a diversity of information and ideas. The

Government has an affirmative duty under the Communica-

tions Act and the First Amendment, therefore, to foster

competition in broadcasting. So the spur of competition

and the threat of non-renewal also are indispensable com-

ponents of the renewal process.

These are lofty and complex considerations. There is

room for differing views on the priorities and about the

proper balance to be struck. This Administration is con-

vinced, however, that the issues at stake warrant wide-

spread public awareness and debate. They transcend short-

run political differences. The age of electronic mass

media is upon us; the decisions the Congress makes on

license renewal and on other broadcasting and cable matters

it will face in the next few years will have a major

effect on the flow of information and expression in our

society for the rest of this century.

would now like to address myself, briefly, to the provi-

sions of H.R. 5546 -- the Administration's license renewal

bill.

H.R. 5546 would, if enacted, make four major changes with

respect to present practice and procedures in the license

renewal process: (1) it extends the term of broadcast
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licenses from three to five years; (2) it eliminates

the requirement for a mandatory comparative hearing for

every competing application filed for the same broadcast

service; (3) it prohibits any restructuring of the broad-

casting industry through the renewal process; and (4) it

prohibits the FCC from using predetermined categories,

quotas, formats and guidelines for evaluating the program-

ming performance of the license renewal applicant.

Mr. Chairman, my letter to the Speaker of the House

transmitting the Administration's proposed bill sets

forth in detail the reasoning behind each of our pro-

posals. With your permission, I would like to insert

. that letter into the record at this point and discuss

briefly the four changes we propose.

1. Longer License Term 

The first change in the Act made by the Administration's

bill would extend broadcast license terms from three to

five years.

In 1934, when the Communications Act was enacted, a three-

year term was a reasonable precaution in dealing with a

new industry. All other transmission licenses are issued

for five years, however, and a five-year term would seem

4,4



more in keeping with the present maturity of the industry

and the modern complexities of broadcasting.

An increased license term would strengthen the First

Amendment rights of both broadcasters and the public.

It would reduce the opportunity for government inter-

ference and the disruption that more frequent, often

capricious, challenges can have on the free and un-

fettered flow of information.

2. Comparative Hearing Procedures 

The second change would eliminate the present requirement

for an automatic, lengthy, and costly comparative hearing

whenever a competing application is filed for the same

broadcast license. The FCC would be able to exercise its

independent judgment as to whether a comparative hearing is

necessary. In the initial stage, the renewal challenger

would bear the burden of demonstrating that the renewal

applicant has not met the criteria of the Act; a hearing

would be required only if the Commission had cause to

believe that the broadcaster's performance might not

warrant renewal.

It is important to remember that at stake in a comparative

hearing is not only the incumbent's license, but also his
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right to do business as a private enterprise medium of

expression. The incumbent, therefore, should not be

deprived of the right to stay in business unless clear

and sound reasons of public policy demand such action.

This change would afford the licensee a measure of stability

and some necessary procedural protections.

Nothing in this second change would affect the ability of

community groups to file petitions to deny license renewal

applications. Many of these petitions have in the past

served the important purpose of bringing the licensees'

performance up to the public interest standard and driving

home to broadcasters the interests of the communities

they serve.

3. Prohibition Against Restructuring Through the 
Renewal Process

The third change is designed to preclude the FCC from

any restructuring of the broadcasting industry through
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the license renewal process. Presently, the Commission

can implement policy relating to industry structure --

such as a policy restricting newspaper ownership of

broadcast stations -- through the criteria it uses to

decide individual renewal challenges. This allows for

the restructuring of the broadcasting industry in a

haphazard and inconsistent manner.

This change would prohibit the FCC from using against

the applicant at renewal time any of its policies that

were not reduced to rules. If the FCC wished to impose

or change industry-wide policies affecting broadcast

ownership or operation, it would have to use its general

rulemaking procedures. Besides preventing arbitrary

action against individual broadcasters, this has the

benefit of assuring that the entire broadcasting

industry and all interested members of the public would

have full opportunity to participate in the proceeding

before the rule was adopted.

By securing important procedural protections for licensees,

this change recognizes more fully the First Amendment

rights of broadcasters to be free of unpredictable,

disruptive Government interference. It also recognizes

the public's important right to full participation in any

restrucfuring of such an important medium of PxnrQssinn.
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4. Clarification of the Public Interest Standard and 

Prohibition Against Use of Predetermined Performance Criteria

The Communications Act of 1934 does not anywhere define what

constitutes the "public interest, convenience and necessity,"

and in the intervening years this standard has come to mean

all things to all people. To delegate important and sweeping

powers over broadcasting to an administrative agency without

any more specific guidelines as to their application than the

"public interest" is to risk arbitrary, unpredictable ever-

increasing regulation.

The FCC has been under pressure to reduce the arbitrariness

inherent in this vague standard and establish ever more

specific criteria and guidelines. Presently pending before

the FCC in Docket Number 19154 is a proposal to establish

quotas in certain program categories as representing a prima

facie showing of "substantial service." These quotas would

be used in the evaluation of a television applicant's program

performance in the context of a comparative renewal hearing.

While the Administration recognizes the necessity for a

clarification of the FCC's public interest mandate, this

clarification should not risk an abridgement of the First

Amendment rights of broadcast^rs and tile public.
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Our bill is designed to balance this need for clarification

of the public interest standard--and the reduction of the

potential for arbitrary and intrusive regulation--with the

mandates of the First Amendment. It would stipulate that

in addition to compliance with the requirements of the

Communications Act of 1934 and the FCC rules when evaluating

a licensee's performance under the public interest standard,

the FCC could apply only the following two criteria:

(1) the broadcaster must be substantially attuned to

community needs and interests, and respond to those needs

and interests in his programming--this is known as the

ascertainment obligation; and (2) the broadcaster must provide

reasonable opportunity for discussion of conflicting views

on public issues--this is known as the fairness obligation.

The FCC would be prohibited from considering any predetermined

performance criteria, categories, quotas, percentages, formats,

or other such guidelines of general applicability with respect

to the licensee's broadcast programming.

These two criteria represent a distillation, as stated by

the FCC and the courts, of what the most important

aspects of the public interest standard mean in the

context of license renewals. They do not add anything

new to the broadcaster's responsibilities and have routinely
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been applied to licensees in the past. However, in addition

to these obligations, the FCC (often at the urging of the courts)

has been imposing other less certain and less predictable

obligations on licensees under the vague "public interest"

mandate.

This fourth change in the Administration's bill is also

designed to halt the FCC's movement toward quantification of

the public interest. The pending FCC Docket 19154 extends the

trend to establish ever more specific programming guidelines

as criteria for renewal, and indeed it seems that nothing

short of Congressional action can stop it.

The statutory scheme for broadcasting envisions the local

broadcaster exercising his own independent judgments as to the

proper mix and timing of programming for his local community.

The FCC's proposed predetermined program quotas and categories

further substitute the Government's judgment for that of the local
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licensee. Instead of reflecting a public trust, the broad-

cast license would be a Government contract with the pro-

gramming designed in accordance with the specified quotas

and categories of the Government.

Mr. Chairman, I would now like to address myself briefly to

some of the concerns that have been raised during these

hearings and in the press concerning the Administration's bill.

First, some critics have argued that if the Administration

feels that the current "public interest" standard is too

vague and too sweeping, it should support the enactment by

Congress or the FCC of specific program standards such as

those proposed by the Commission in Docket 19154. Such

criticism seriously confuses the issues. Stability in

licensing is, as I have already discussed, an important in-

gredient in securing First Amendment freedoms in broadcasting.

But the ultimate stability of specific and detailed program

categories and percentages set by the Government is grossly

incompatible with the letter and the spirit of the First

Amendment.

The First Amendment expressly prohibits the Congress from

abridging the freedom of speech and of the press. Yet when

the FCC, as an arm of the Congress, begins determining what is
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or what is not good programming and what programming is

required in order to be permitted to stay in business,

surely this threatens nothing less than abridgment of

important First Amendment rights.

The FCC's proposal in Docket Number 19154 would intrude the

Government into the content, extent, and even timing, of the

broadcaster's programming. Moreover, even if such intrusions

are disregarded for the purpose of affording licensees some

certainty at renewal time, the FCC's proposal appears to be

illusory. As Chairman Burch stated before this Subcommittee,

"Quality is what we are after rather than number." Nor,

might add, would there be any assurance that the standards

would not be expanded over time.

The second concern centers on the bill's "good faith effort"

criterion for evaluating the broadcaster's responsiveness

to the needs, interests, problems, and issues he ascertains

in his community. This "good faith" standard, along with

the fairness obligation, would further elaborate on the

present "public interest, convenience, and necessity"

standard used by the Commission at renewal time.
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This "good faith" standard is an important elaboration of the

present vague "public interest" mandate. It is the standard

the FCC usually uses to describe the essential responsibility

of the licensee, namely to make good faith judgments as to how

to meet his community's needs and interests. It also appears

in the FCC's 1960 Programming Policy Statement and is reprinted

from this statement in an attachment on the renewal form.

Moreover, the standard is used successfully in other areas

of the law where the Government seeks to strengthen incentives

for cooperation by private parties without directing the actual

outcome of such cooperation.

The most important point about the good faith standard is that,

in the context of FCC review of broadcaster performance,

"good faith" is an objective standard of reasonableness and

not a subjective standard relating to the broadcaster's

intent or state of mind. It makes clear the intent of Congress

that the FCC is to focus on the community's definition of its

needs and interests in programming rather than imposing on

the broadcaster and the community the Commission's own judgments

about what is good programming.

Under the "good faith effort" test, the FCC would still have

to make judgments about broadcaster performance, but

those judgments would be more neutral as to program content.
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Moreover, the courts would have less amorphous
 issues, with

more direct relationship to relevant constituti
onal

considerations in considering appeals from FCC action
s.

The third concern is directed toward the Administra
tion's

supposed "backtracking" on the Fairness Doctrine. The

supposed evidence from this "backtracking" is
 the inclusion

of the Fairness Doctrine as one of the renew
al criteria under

our bill.

The licensee's fairness obligation in Sec
tion 315(a) of the

Communications Act to present representative com
munity views on

controversial issues is a long-standing requi
rement, upheld in

the Supreme Court's Red Lion decision, 
and an established

practice of the Commission. It is an unfortunate, but for the

time being necessary, protection of the
 free speech rights of

those who do not own broadcast stations 
and of the broader

interest of the public to a diverse flow 
of information and

ideas.

The Administration has supported the enforcem
ent of this

fairness obligation as long as it is done principal
ly on an

overall basis at renewal time. What we have not supported

is the Commission's present approach of enfor
cing this

obligation on an issue-by-issue, case-by-case basis. 
It is
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this enforcement process that has come to be known commonly

as the Fairness Doctrine and has become so chaotic and

confused.

The renewal criterion in our bill is not the Fairness Doctrine,

as that term has been used to indicate issue-by-issue enforce-

ment. Rather it is the fairness obligation: the unchanged,

long-standing requirement of the licensee in Section 315(a)

of the Act to "afford a reasonable opportunity for the

presentation of conflicting points of view on controversial

issues of public importance." Its inclusion in the renewal

standards would serve as an expression of Congressional intent

as to the preferred method for its enforcement.

A fourth concern is the one voiced by most of the representatives

of the minority groups that have appeared before your Committee.

They are concerned that the Administration's bill would effectivel

cut off the rights of minority groups to challenge the actions

of incumbent licensees on their community responsibilities in

such areas as minority hiring and minority programming.

It is true that competing applications based on frivolous or

unproven grounds would be more easily rejected. But responsible

competing applications based on real evidence of the incumbent

licensee's abrogation of his public trust are in no way penalized

and would still have the benefit of a thorough public hearing.
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Indeed, with the explicit language of the ascertainment criterion

we propose, the focus of the hearings would be shifted to the

community's concerns in each case, away from legalistic

conformance to uniform FCC percentages.

Moreover, the Administration bill does not change the existing

procedures for petitions to deny, the tool that has been the

traditional and most useful recourse of the minority groups;

it will still be available to them intact. I should also point

out that the extension of the license term is not going to put

licensees out of the reach of their local communities or the

FCC for the five-year term. Community groups may still file

complaints at any time, and the FCC would still have ample

interim tools available to it -- such as short-term renewals,

license revocations, suspensions, and forfeitures -- to protect

the public interest.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to address the concerns

that have been voiced during these hearings and elsewhere

about my remarks in a speech in Indianapolis last December 18.

There apparently is some puzzlement over the relationship

between our bill and that speech, in which I announced our

intention to submit license renewal legislation. There also

has been concern about the motives behind our bill. I would

like to set the record straight.
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The central thrust of my Indianapolis speech was that

broadcast licensees have not, by and large, been doing an

adequate job of listening to their communities and correcting

faults in the broadcasting system—faults that are not, and

should not, be dealt with through use of government power.

Important First Amendment freedoms were secured to broadcast

licensees under the Communications Act of 1934. And with these

freedoms came important responsibilities for licensees to ensure

that the people's right to know is being adequately and fully

served. As has so often been pointed out in Congressional

hearings over recent years, the licensees have not, unfortunately,

always met these responsibilities--in part because it is easier

to let Government define the limits of those responsibilities.

My speech was intended to remind broadcasters and the public

that such attention takes on even more importance if governmental

controls are to be reduced, as we have proposed. The speech

and the bill are related--but not in the way portrayed in

the press coverage of my speech. The relationship between

the proposed bill and my speech is no more than the relation-

ship between freedom and responsibility we find everywhere

in our society. This Office has steadily promoted the

cause of less rather than more regulation of broadcasting.

But the public and the Congress should not think of increasing

the freedom in broadcasting by easing government controls
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without also expecting some indication that voluntary exercise

of responsibility by broadcasters can operate as an effective

substitute for such controls.

The core issue is: Who should be responsible for assuring

that the people's right to know is served, and where should

the initiative come from -- the government or the broadcasters.

The speech focused on the three TV networks as the most powerful

elements in the broadcast industry and asked how this concentra-

tion of power was to be effectively balanced. Some, who now

profess to fight for broadcasters' freedom, would rely on

regulatory remedies such as increased program category

restrictions, burdening the broadcaster and the audience with

the clutter of counter-advertising, banning ads in children's

programs, ill-defined restrictions on violence, and the like.

Anyone who has followed OTP policy pronouncements knows that

we reject this regulatory approach. We have always felt that

the initiative should come from within broadcasting.

The broadcaster should take the initiative in fostering a

healthy give-and-take on important issues, because that is

the essence of editorial responsibility in informing the

public. That does not mean constricting the range of informa-

tion and views available on television.
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The public has little recourse to correct deficiencies in

the system, except urging more detailed government regulation.

The only way broadcasters can control the growth of such

regulation is to make more effective the voluntary checks

and balances inherent in our broadcast system.

Some broadcasters, including network executives, have claimed

they believe the Administration bill to be a good one, but

only if clearly separated from the speech in which it was

announced. But freedom cannot be separated from responsibility.

Some observers profess to see in our bill a conspiracy to

deprive broadcasters of their First Amendment freedoms.

But, clearly, it is others, not this Administration, that

are calling for more and more government controls over

broadcasting.

Many newspaper editors and columnists have opposed the Administra-

tion bill, preferring apparently to keep the current panoply of

government control over broadcasting. Freedom from government
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regulation for part of the printed press, but not for the

electronic press escapes reason, especially when many of

those who wish to expand government controls over broadcasting

would also see these controls as the precedent for similar

controls over the print media.

Other critics, I fear, do not wish to diminish the government's

power to control broadcast content. They seem quite willing to

create and use powerful tools of government censorship to advance

their purposes and their view of what is good for the public

to see and hear. We disagree. The danger to free expression

is the existence of the legal tools for censorship. We are

proposing actions to begin to take those tools from the hands

of government.

The Administration bill is designed to strengthen the First

Amendment freedoms of broadcasters. All four changes promote

the cause of less -- rather than more -- government regulation

and substitute, as much as possible, the voluntary exercise

of responsibility by broadcasters for the often heavy hand

of government. I challenge anyone to find in our bill any

increase in government power over the media.

In my judgment, Mr. Chairman, the Administration bill is

not only the most comprehensive of the many bills before

you; it also represents the best attempt at balancing the
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competing statutory goals of the Communications Act. The

dilemma the Government faces in regard to the regulation

of broadcasting is by no means insoluble. And our bill

is a step in the direction towards a solution--a solution

which means less Government control and more reliance on the

licensee's individual initiatives. We are asking the Congress

to reduce controls not because broadcasting is perfect, but

because its problems should be corrected by the broadcasters

and their employees, rather than by government action. Indeed

this was the intent of Congress from the very beginning as

embodied in the Communications Act. And it is time for

Congress now to take an important step towards furthering

these long-standing statutory goals.

In your opening statement, Mr. Chairman, you indicated that

it was the intention of the Subcommittee to make as complete

a record as possible of the many viewpoints and interests

affected by the proposed license renewal legislation. You

and your Subcommittee are to be commended for focusing attention

and debate on these issues, and I welcome the opportunity

to add the Administration's comments to this important record.

OEP 730798
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Six months ago, here in Indianapolis, I spoke on the

subject of broadcaster responsibility and the web of

relationships linking the broadcaster, his community,

the TV networks, and the government. It's a little

early, but Indianapolis evokes memories, and today I'll

attempt Phase I of what will have to be a continuing
dP

evaluation.

First of all, the speech didn't just happen; it had a

context. To understand the speech you have to under-

stand the context -- the history of regulatory and

legal decisions that have affected broadcasting during

the past ten years. Let me review some of the highlights

of that history to show you what I mean.

- In 1962, FCC Chairman Minow complained about the "vast

wasteland," and President Kennedy stated that this was

an attempt to persuade the networks "to put on better

children's programs, more public service."

- In 1963, the FCC placed a new burden on stations,

forcing them to program "Fairness Doctrine" responses

to their own programs at their own expense.



- In 1964, the FCC set an uncontested TV applica-

tion for hearing, because, in effect, the applicant

hadn't proposed programs of a type the Commission favors.

- In 1968, cigarette commercials were held subject

to the Fairness Doctrine and broadcasters (not advertisers)

were forced to program information the government thought

the people should have.

- In 1969, the WHDH case shattered the broadcaster's

belief that he knew what renewal factors he would be judged

upon by the FCC.

- And the 1970's opened with the FCC considering

proposals to force broadcasters to carry counter-advertising,

to take away the broadcasters right to choose what paid

messages he should carry, to prescribe how children's

programs should be improved, and to set mandatory percentages

of various types of TV programming.

During the same time, the courts were expanding the role

of the Federal Government, requiring the FCC to monitor

what broadcasters are programming and to correct what the

courts considered to be defects. In the 1969 Red Lion 

case, the Supreme Court blessed the vague, yet sweeping,



power of the Fairness Doctrine; other courts went even

further in expansive decisions to diminish the editorial

judgment and responsibility of the broadcasters.

The trend is clear and it reached its peak when the FCC

and the courts deprived Reverend Carl McIntire of a radio

station license, essentially for violations of the Fairness

Doctrine. Reverend McIntire now thinks his only option

is to move his station to a ship to continue broadcasting

"outside the domain of the United States." Think of it;

with close to 7,000 radio stations in this country, we may

be treated to the spectacle of a broadcaster being forced

to resort to an off-shore radio station to air his views.

From time to time the Congress has also gotten involved

in broadcast program content.

- In 1968 hearings were held on news staging

..allegations arising out of network coverage of.the

Democratic Party convention.

- In the summer of 1971 a confrontation was pre-

cipitated over CBS's editorial judgment in its docu-

mentary, "The Selling of the Pentagon," and Dr. Stanton



narrowly avoided being cited for contempt of Congress

for refusing to hand over all the unedited film shot

for the program.

- Hearings on violent television programs,

children's programs, and sports programs were also a

common occurence in the Congress; the object being

to get the networks to change their programming.

Of course, the FCC, the courts and the Congress haven't

had this territory entirely to themselves. Executive

Branch officials have also expressed their concerns

about broadcast program content; most notably Vice President

Agnew's expressions of concern. But the Executive Branch

has no life and death control over broadcasters, as do

the other branches of government, so broadcasters can pay

the Executive Branch less heed. But, given the trend of

increasing government controls, it's easy to see why

broadcasters might get edgy when any official makes a

critical comment.

*

This then, was the clear trend of regulatory history

when I spoke her last December. But before I get too

deeply involved in evaluating that speech, there's one
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other bit of background information that you should have;

and that is how Ne at OTP viewed the trends in broad-

casting's regulatory history.

It is the function of OTP to back off from the day-to-day

happenings in telecommunications and suggest policies to

be applied. When we did this in broadcasting, it took no

great discernment on my part to see that something was

fundamentally wrong in the relationship between the broadcast

media and the government. The media, especially television,

seem so powerful, so influential, and so licensed by the

government. Many people, including government officials,

find it a great temptation to grab hold of television by the

license and shake it a bit to achieve some goal that they

view to be in the "public interest." Do you think de-

ceptive advertising is a problem? It's easier to force

the broadcaster to offset it in counterads than to prove

a case at the Federal Trade Commission. Do you think

discrimination in hiring should be reduced? The broad-

caster is more vulnerable to equal opportunity enforcement

by the FCC than the EEOC. Are drugs, violence, and sexual

permissiveness current probleMs? It's 'easier for the Congress

and others to appear to deal with these problems by resorting

to the raised eyebrow license renewal threat than to come to

grips witn these problems in a substantive way.
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The list could go on, but there are enough examples to

make the point. The point is not that it is bad to

find easier ways to solve real problems. The point is

that none of us would think it proper for the government to

push newspaper or magazine editors around like this. And

we simply cannot have an important medium of expression, such

as broadcasting, subject to government control of its

content, no matter how good the short-run goal, without doing

serious damage to the spirit of free thought and expression,

which is, after all, the goal of the First Amendment.

Realizing this fundamental point, OTP began to speak out.

We criticized the intrusive manner in which the broad-

casters fairness obligation was being enforced by the

government; we said that the First Amendment was a better

guarantee of freedom of expression in broadcasting than

the Fairness Doctrine. We called for a substantial

lessening of regulation in radio, where a multiplicity

of competitive outlets, has obviated the need for detailed

government control over programs. We stressed the need

for more diligent exercise of the broadcaster's private

judgment and responsibility, so that government exercise

of responsibility may be decreased. We called for

changes in the license renewal process so that broad-

casters would be less vulnerable to government control



for either good or bad ends -- the definition of which

depends, of course, on who's controlling what. At the

same time some elements of the working press were in-

volved in a counter-convention, I spoke to the newspaper

publisher's association and told them that they were in

the same boat with the broadcasters; that government

intrusion in broadcasting's journalistic freedom was also

a threat to newspapers.

This then, is the full background of the speech; the

historical trends and OTP's position on broadcast regula-

tion. These were my positions before I came to this city

six months ago; these were my positions when I spoke,

and they are my positions today. But the Indianapolis speech

means more than a reiteration of prior positions.

For the first time a government entity seriously proposed

.a concrete piece of legislation to .lessen governmental.

power over broadcasting. In the speech, I unveiled an

Administration license renewal bill, which would affect a

real change in the decade-old trend of increasing government

controls over broadcast program content.

But the speech was a cause celcbre' and the bill that

bears my name has strong odds against its passage, simply
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because it bears my name. Did I fail, and, in failing,

damage the cause of increased freedom from government

control of broadcasting?

I can't answer that question yet. It's too soon to tell.

I'm sure that cooler rhetoric and a clearer description

of our proposal might have helped get my message across.

Perhaps less attention would have been devoted to my

speech writing ability and more to my legislative drafting

ability. But its too late for these "might have beens."

For now, I'd like to explain what I hoped to accomplish

last December, what I learned, and what, if anything, was

actually accomplished.

What we hoped to accomplish was a rational debate on

some very fundamental questions regarding the government's

legal relationship with the only medium of expression it

licenses.

One question was: Who should exercise responsibility for

program content -- broadcasters or the government? The

answer that I suggested is that, contrary to the trend,

this should be the broadcaster's responsibility in our kind

of society and very little of the government's business.



The Communications Act places this responsibility and power

in the hands of hundreds of private broadcasters and not

government officials, or even a handful of network officials.

Government does, and under the Communications Act must,

establish the broad outer limits of broadcaster " performance,

but within what must be broad limits, the broadcaster must

determine what programs will best serve his community.

Another question was: When there are abuses in this system

of private responsibility, who should correct them --

broadcasters or the government? Here again, whether the

concern is children, or racism, or "ideological plugola,"

the answer must be the broadcaster, and not government

power. For better or worse, under the constitutional

protection of free speech and free press, we must take

our chances with the private broadcaster, if the concept

of private licensee responsibility is not to degenerate

into a smoke screen for indirect government censorship.

•••••
The last question was: Where should responsibility and

power over program content go when they are relinquished
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by the government, as they would be under our renewal bill?

I answered that the responsibility and power should be

exercised by the broadcasters themselves who, under

present law, are directly responsive to the needs and

interests of TV viewers and radio listeners thrOughout the

country. These local stations should act as responsible

community leaders and as responsible affiliates of the three

national networks in exercising their power. Government

can relinquish its power and still assure that the public

interest will be served only when program judgments are

shared among many diverse broadcasters, responsive to their

varying constituencies. This is the rationale of our

broadcast system, the rationale of my speech last December,

and the rationale of the license renewal bill we sent to

Congress.

In expressing this rationale, I learned a number of things.

I learned that a communications policymaking office associated

with this Administration invaxiably hAs its motives

questioned and its intentions distorted. The "leads" on

news coverage of the speech said that, "White House drafts

tough new legislation making stations responsible fOr

network programs." Broadcasters, who should know better,
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were quoted as saying that this signalled government

censorship of news and entertainment and we might as well

be living in the Soviet Union.

Within two or three days the nation's editorial writers
Of

and columnists were unlimbering their rhetoric and

decrying what they viewed as a White House attempt to

shackle the press and increase government regulation.

The Chicago Tribune stated that:

"Bias, like beauty, is in the eye of the
beholder. For government to make a deter-
mination of bias, particularly in the media,
is tantamount to censorship, especially if
government threatens TV or radio stations
with the loss of their licenses."

I agreed: I thought that was what I said. The Washington 

Post said:

"It is clear that the press does not always
live up to the standard which editorial
writers sometimes are tempted to ascribe to
it. But it is also clear that one man's
bias is another man's ultimate truth and
that the founding fathers never trusted the
.government -- any American government -- to
be the arbiter between the two as far as
speech is concerned. The essence of press
freedom is that professional discipline and
consumer pressures constitute the safest
corrective devices. The antithesis of press
freedom is for those correctives to be
supplied by the government."

I agreed: I thought that was what I said.
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I even said amen to Tom Wicker's New York Times column,

pointing out that the remedy for journalistic abuses should

not be government regulation of the content of news

broadcasts.

But where we parted company was that virtually everyone

in the print media thought that the point I was making

about the station's responsibility for its programming was

a new legal obligation that we had put in our renewal

bill. The fact that this is not even mentioned in our bill,

and that this responsibility is already the law, shows that

the publishers and the press have not been paying attention

to the vital issue of law under which broadcast stations are

regulated.

In short, their first reaction was automatic; for years

they had seen government power being brought to bear on

broadcasting. They couldn't believe that we would move

to lessen government control of the electronic press. When

they finally read the bill and saw that this was in fact

the case, their second reaction was one of mistrust. They

susPected a deal: the proverbial carrot and stick approach

the carrot of renewal security and the stick to beat the

networks into submission to this Administration. There is

MM.
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no "stick," and the charge is ludicrous, but the analogy

should tell broadcasters something about the esteem in

which they are held by those making the charge.

It's time now to assess what we have accomplished in

our effort to reverse the trend of government's censorial

power over the broadcast media.

First of all, we finally got the debate going in earnest

on the government's role in regulating broadcasting by

focusing public attention on the present degree of control

over programs. There is now a greatly heightened awareness

of the problems and risks of such regulation. It is ironic

that most of this awareness#is due to the fact that

I have been painted in the press as the principal proponent

of the government censorship I oppose. But the important

•thing is that the awareness exists now and, if it'can

lead to constructive action to increase freedom of

speech in broadcasting, my major goal will have been

achieved.
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But even short of attaining this major goal, there are

a number of hopeful signs. One is that the congressional

discussion of our renewal bill's prohibition on FCC-established

quotas and percentages of TV programs may well preclude

the adoption of the Commission's proposal to this effect.

On the Fairness Doctrine aspect, the decision to take away

Reverend McIntire's broadcast license proved to be the last

straw for Chief Judge Bazelon of the District of Columbia

Court of Appeals, who had earlier been a staunch supporter

of the Doctrine. In his dissent to the Court's action,

he said:

"In silencing WXUR, the Commission has dealt
a death blow to the licensee's freedoms of
speech and press. Furthermore, it has denied
the listening public access to the expression
of many controversial views . . . . if we
are to go after gnats with a sledgehammer
like the Fairness Doctrine, we ought at least
to look at what else is being smashed beneath
our blow."

Another very hopeful sign is the Supreme Court's recent

decision in the BEM case, which draws an important line

. against undue government. encroachments on. the. broadcasters'

First Amendment rights and editorial responsibility.
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Most importantly, we also have an intelligent and comprehensive

approach to license renewals being actively considered by

the Congress. The Administration's bill does not simply give

broadcasters more license security, important as that is

in reducing the broadcaster's vulnerability to the

government. The bill also would prevent the government

from exacting a high price in exchange for license security.

Broadcasters would not have to surrender their responsibility

for program judgments to the government in order to

obtain a reasonable assurance of renewal. I said before

that our bill may well not be enacted by the Congress.

But unless its key provisions re reflected soon in some

license renewal legislation, broadcasters will eventually

succumb to the government, and the hopeful signs that I

have noted will prove to be nothing but illusions. That's

why this Administration will continue in its vigorous

efforts to have the Congress enact a comprehensive renewal

bill that strengthens the broadcasters'#20First Amendment

Unless the Congress passes such a bill, the only standard

that will guide broadcast regulation will be the double

standard.
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There are many people, in and out of government, who really

do not want to diminish government power over broadcast

content. They would rather use the tools of government

content control to achieve ends that they believe are

good. They would expand the power of government over

broadcasting to achieve their ends and deny that power to

those with whom they disagree. It's time to start calling

this approach by its ancient and dishonorable name --

censorship.

A continuing tug-of-war between competing philosophies

using government power over the media is not the answer.

The answer is to take the censorship tools from government's

hands, in order to make government power a neutral factor

in broadcast regulation, with an absolute minimum of

content controls. And this is our goal.

Some fear that conservatives will capture the power to

*bend' broadcasting tO. their Will. Others fear just the

opposite. But it shouldn't matter to broadcasters

in doing their job who is in power in the White House or the

Congress any more than it should to newspaper or magazine
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publishers. We simply have to take our chances with a

free press, which hopefully will be a constructive and

responsible institution. A truly free society has no

other choice.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I welcome

the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the

proposed authorization for public broadcasting.

As you know, OTP supports the principle of long-range

financing and acknowledges the inadequacy of current funding

arrangements for public broadcasting. We have, nevertheless,

taken the position that long-range funding cannot be

undertaken before there exists a greater proximity

between the goals of the 1967 Public Broadcasting Act

and the public broadcasting system's present structure

and operation.

Appearing before this Subcommittee in February of 1972,

I attempted to outline the areas in which the public

broadcasting legislation and public broadcasting operation

had gone their separate ways.

I noted at that time that lack of CPB financial support

for station operations seriously undermined the autonomy

of local stations, the keystone of public broadcasting;

that a fixed-schedule, real-time network was coming to
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pass, despite the plain meaning of the 1967 Act; that

homogeneity through centralized program centers and mass

audience techniques existed where the Act called for

diversity; that public broadcasting too often failed in

striking a reasonable balance between local and national

programming, and among cultural, entertainment, informational

and instructive programs.

Now this is not to say that public broadcasting did not

have many substantial achievements. Along with the

achievements there has been continued support from the

Administration in the form of requests for appropriation

from $5 million in 1969 to $45 million in 1974. I think

this demonstrates a real recognition of the achievements

of public broadcasting, and demonstrates the falsity of

the charge that we are trying to dismantle the system.

We must recognize, however, that public broadcasting is

meant to be more than a government-funded, high-class

variation on the commercial network theme. Therefore,

we have taken the position that, until there is whole-

hearted compliance with the policies of the 1967 Act and

the future directions for public broadcasting are clear,

the Congress should not be expected to adopt a plan of

long-range insulated funding.
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Permit me then, against such a background to turn to

the CPB-PBS agreement, which has dealt with some of these

concerns, and which, I am delighted to say, has made

progress in some areas.

a graduated distribution

of financial support for

For example, OTP had called for

formula to assure local

their local operations.

stations

The

CPB-PBS compromise incorporates this proposal, and

strengthens the autonomy and independence of local public

television stations by permitting local stations to

share CPB funds on a proportion which increases as the level

of Federal funding increases.

The consultative process created by the Agreement may not

be the.final answer to the problem of local station

participation in program decision making, but it does

remove some of th6 obstacles and inspires confidence that

CPB and the local stations can work together in finding

an equitable solution. Yet the strength of local stations

.in a public broadcast system of checks and balances will

not be felt until the stations have realistic programming

alternatives to the programs fed by the national network.

We shall continue to work toward that goal.
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Similarly, the Agreement's approach to the interconnection

problem is a positive step in attempting to minimize the

dangers of a fixed-schedule, real-time network, although

there remain questions which only time and experience

can answer. Whatever your opinion of the CPB-PBS compromise,

several major areas require watchful waiting; indeed,

if the compromise itself calls for quarterly review by

the Partnership Review Committee, is it not appropriate

for Congress to review that partnership in an authorization

hearing one year from now?

But there are additional reasons why a one year authorization

would be appropriate at this time. The future of public

broadcasting is still left somewhat uncertain by this

compromise. It is only realistic to adopt a wait and

see attitude when faced with something which promises to

do so much in so vast an enterprise as public broadcasting.

It was appropriate in 1967 when Congress wrote the Public

Broadcasting Act; it is appropriate now. Indeed, it is

not inappropriate to recall that the one time Congress

did provide multi-year authorizations, public broadcasting

moved to centralized program production and fixed-schedule

networking, the two major causes of our present difficulties
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Although the CPB-PBS agreement represents a step forward

in dealing with such problems, the new PBS must use caution

or else it could itself become a centralized bureaucracy,

unresponsive to the needs of its members and forcing them

to remit a portion of their grants from CPB to finance

PBS operations.

Further, still unresolved is the question of journalistic

public affairs programming on a taxpayer-supported broadcasting

system. While the Agreement's plan to monitor objectivity

and balance in programming is a good faith effort to deal

with the problem, it is still fraught with danger.

If Federal funds are used to produce controversial public

affairs programming without strong assurances of the

objectivity and balance called for in the 1967 Act, the

government has abdicated its responsibility to see that

public broadcasting is used for all citizens. If the

.government itself oversees the balance and objectivity,

it by that very fact has a chilling effect on vigorous

broadcast journalism. It is a dilemma inseparable from

government-funded news and information programming.
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With this background, let me turn to the specifics of

H.R. 2742 and H.R. 5045, which are identical, as well as

S. 1090, which was passed by the Senate and referred to

the House. First, the level of funding in these bills

is too high. When all other demands in the federal budget

arc considered, it is unfortunately not possible to devote

$340 million to public broadcasting for Fiscal Years 1974,

1975, 1976 and 1977 (H.R. 2742; H.R. 5045), or $130 million

for Fiscal Years 1974 and 1975.

Appropriations at this level would represent an extraordinary

increase in the rate of funding. Moreover, until the basic

problems underlying public broadcasting are resolved, and until

the CPB-PBS Agreement can be assessed in its operation

over a year, the Congress should review the funding

authorization next year and observe the Corporation's

progress in its new partnership role with PBS.



The Administration's bill, H.R. 4560, provides for the

healthy development of public broadcasting by extending

for one year and by significantly increasing CPB's

current authorization. This period would allow public

broadcasting a real test under its new agreement and

allow Congress time for evaluation. The Administration's

bill requests $10 million increased funding for public

broadcasting, for a total of $45 million. In addition,

the HEW request for Fiscal Year 1974 funding of the

Educational Broadcast Facilities Program will be at

a $13 million level, even though other HEW programs are

feeling severe budgetary pressures.

Mr. Chairman, Dr. Killian has referred to the CPB-PBS

compromise as beginning a new era in public broadcasting. I

have noted necessary reservations to certain provisions of

that Agreement, but I should like to say for the record that

public broadcasting has demonstrated real progress in

getting its house in order. The time is now right for

the Administration, the Congress and the CPB Task Force

on Long-Range Funding to renew our joint efforts at

achieving a meaningful, long-range funding program for

public broadcasting. We hope that with all of us facing up

to the problems there can be a more constructive mood among

government, CPB, and the local educational stations.
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A little over a year ago, one commentator stated that cable

television was going to be just the same thing as regular

television, only worse. "Real television," he stated,

"dreary, hackneyed, boring, and gutless as it is, is at

least run by professionals. All the guys in the cable television

companies are the guys who aren't good enough to make it

in real television." He then lamented that the only things

he had seen on his cable set were old British movies -- which

he had seen a thousand times before.

This type of comment about cable is not unique. People

have made such statements about every new technology or

new service that has ever been introduced in the country.

Let me read you some of the things that people were saying

in the past about a few new-fangled ideas.

Most investors in the 1870's regarded Alexander Graham Bell's

telephone invention as an interesting "toy for hobbyists,"

certainly not a serious long-term investment. One study

reported as follows (see if it sounds familiar):

Bell's proposal to place the telephone in every
home and business is, of course, fantastic in
view of the capital costs involved in installing
endless number of wires.... Obviously, the public
cannot be trusted to handle technical communications

equipment. Bell expects that subscribers to his
service will actually pay for each call made and



they will agree to pay a monthly minimum if nocalls are made. We feel it is unlikely that anysubstantial number of people will ever buy sucha concept ...."

Obstacles of another sort were encountered by Lee De Forest,
the inventor of the vacuum tube, which makes radio

broadcasting possible. In 1913, De Forest was brought
to trial on charges of using the U.S. mails fraudulently to
sell stock to the public in his worthless enterprise. The
District Attorney charged that De Forest made the absurd and
deliberately misleading claim that it would soon be possible
to transmit the human voice across the Atlantic. De Forest
was acquitted, but advised by the judge to "get a common garden
variety of job and stick to it."

Writing in the 1830's on the growth of the new railroad industry,
one commentator argued that railroad growth should be curtailed.
The reasons:

Grave, plodding citizens will be flying about likecomets. All local attachments will be at an end.It will encourage flightiness of the intellect.Veracious people will turn into the most immeasurableliars .... It will upset all the gravity of thenation.

The cable industry can expect to hear similar statements made
against its development. In fact, the campaign to stop
cable hns already begun. Statements arc being made in the
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press; arguments are being made to the Government; and the

public is being told how cable will end the American way of

life. Let's take a closer look at some of these claims and

charges against cable.

One is that cable must be stopped because viewers should under 

no circumstances have to pay (or for that matter, be allowed to

pay) for what they watch on a television screen. People can

buy paperback books, magazines, and movies, but not television

shows. Paying for television is inherently against the natural

order of things, and maybe even down-right-un-American.

Never mind that there may be many viewers who would be willing

to pay to get programming that advertisers don't find it

profitable to support. Never mind that the aged, infirm, and

the deaf may benefii immensely from having special-interest

programming brought into their homes via cable. And that they

would be willing to pay for these benefits.

We all know how closed-circuit movies are catching on in hotels

and motels. These critics don't seem to realize that they are

creating another immoral purpose for renting a hotel room, namely,

to pay for a TV program they can't see in their homes.
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Others claim that mass appeal national televisio
n programming

promotes a shared national experience. It inculates a

unified national vision in our people. Cable's greatly

expanded channel capacity would allow people to wa
tch whatever

they wanted, thereby fragmenting the audience an
d destroying

this national vision. Cable might even bring low-cost

channels devoted to single communities, 
or school districts,

or even neighborhoods. This would turn communities inward,

away from national goals, and it must be
 prevented.

Others charge that cable will violate the indiv
idual's

right of privacy. A great deal of information on the sub-

scriber's living habits would become availab
le to industry,

and government, resulting in "big-brotheris
m" in its worst

form. Never mind the fact that in stopping cable's
 growth

the Government would also be denying indivi
dual consumers

the right to decide for themselves what t
hey want to see and

hear.

Concerns about privacy and security in cable
 communications

are not only legitimate, they are extremely
 important; but

these concerns are not reason enough for the Gove
rnment to

ban cable's development. As it is necessary it is possible

to achieve a balance in protecting the right of 
privacy
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while at the same time allowing customers to buy cable

services.

Other complainers charge that cable's two-way educational,

library, banking, shopping, and newspaper distribution

services would put an end to human interaction. If people

could handle their daily transactions via home cable hookup

to stores, banks, and libraries, what would become of social

contact? There would be an inhuman sense of alienation and

individual anonymity (just as books brought about, I suppose)

Moreover, if people could see movies and sports in their homes,

won't our theaters and expensive coliseums and sports arenas

deteriorate with the rest of our inner cities? Without the

bright lighting that is emitted from our arenas, movie and

theater marquees, our inner cities and even suburbs will

become even more crime ridden.

Some of these charges are obviously far-fetched, and others

are merely self-serving claims advanced by those who stand

to lose business by cable's development. Embedded in some

of these arguments, however, are elements of fact.

We should be concerned over cable's ultimate impact on

society.
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But before we can determine what cable's impact on

society will be, we must know low it is going to develop.

And at this point it is too early to tell. We have

to have some solid data and, to date, very little is

available. It is possible, however, to make a few predictions.

First, cable television is going to come.

It will come with a multiplicity of channels; the majority of our

American homes will be wired for cable; and we will have an

electronic information distribution system in which cable and

related technologies will play a major part.

Regulation at all levels of Government will have to be sorted out,

but the biggest point here is that Government should not block

cable's growth. No one has done more to that end than

Chairman Dean Burch at the FCC. The Commission has done an

exceptional job of getting cable moving again. The cable

industry and television public owe a great debt to Chairman

Burch for removing the regulatory logjam blocking cable's

growth.



Many regulatory issues remain, of course, and some important

policy issues regarding the regulatory environment for cable

must be resolved. The Cabinet committee on cable television has

been studying these problems and,hopefully, its recommendations

will match the dynamic character and promise of the cable

industry. But uncertainties about policy or regulation should

not be an excuse for inaction.

Government can go only so far. Cable, like broadcast TV, is

going to have to be a profitable private enterprise activity,

so don't wait for Government to tell you what to do. The

cable industry is going to have to make the next moves. The

industry will have to decide whether to expand the range of

programming and services presently available to the viewing

public and ultimately take its place as full-fledged member

of the communications industry. Or whether, instead, to

accept the view of many of cable's detractors and remain

simply an ancillary retransmission medium or merely as a

purveyor of stale old films.

Let's fact it, the viewing public can benefit from the full

scale development of cable systems throughout the country only

if it means more and better programming with more choice for
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the viewer. The potential and capacity of cable to expand

programming and the consumer' s.•. is great indeed. Granted,

there will be problems and complications in cable's movement

to industrial maturity. But they won't be any more difficult

than those encountered by earlier entrepreneurs.

Some of the arguments lodged against the development of the

railroads, telephone, and radio industries seem ludicrous to

us today. But if you people gathered here measure up to those

who went before in other industries, if your main concern is

finding out what the public -- the consumer -- wants and needs,

then I am sure that generations after us will be similarly amused

at some of the exaggerated fears and short-sighted statements

that were made against cable in its formative years.
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The basic structure for the 
American system of broadcasLing,

created in the 1920's and early 
1930's, was premised on the

twin concepts of private respo
nsibility and public account-

ability. In that the broadcaster was authori
zed to use the

public airways, a scarce resource, he
 would be responsible

for serving the needs and interests 
of the people in his local

community, and would thus be held accoun
table to the public

for the service he rendered in execut
ing this responsibility.

As part of this structure, and clearl
y distinguishing broad-

casting from other media, was the pro
vision that broadcasters

would be federally licensed. This fundamental decision was

made by the Congress in the Radio Act of 
1927 and again in

the Communications Act of 1934.

The licensing system, thus, presents the 
Government with a unique

dilemma. On the one hand, the Act requires the Federa
l

Communications Commission (FCC) to grant and renew applicatio
ns

for broadcast licenses if the public interes
t, convenience,

and necessity are served thereby. This necessarily means

that the Commission will have to hold the broadcas
ter accountable

for, and pass judgment in some way on, the broadcaster's pr
o-

gramming. On the other hand, there is a fundamental Co
nstitutional

principle and public policy that the First Amendment should

protect from governmental intrusion and interference those 
who
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disseminate news, information and ideas to the public, so that

the free flow of information to an informed electorate will

be unimpeded.

This dilemma requires a particularly delicate balancing act

on the part of the Government with respect to license renewal

procedures. The manner in which renewals are treated is basic

to the Government's relationship to broadcasting. The procedures

and criteria governing the license renewal process inevitably

have a profound effect on the daily operations of licensees

and the way in which they determine and fulfill their public

interest responsibilities. If broadcasters see instability

in license renewal, they may seek economic and regulatory

safety by rendering the type of program service that will most

nearly assure renewal of their license. If the Government sets

detailed performance criteria to be applied at renewal time,

the result will most likely be that the Government's criteria,

instead of the broadcaster's perceptions of his local community's

needs and interests, will become the benchmark for measuring his

public interest perfOrmance. Neither the broadcaster's nor the

public's First Amendment interests in the free flow of information

would be served in such situation.
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Broadcasters should be permitted and encouraged to disseminate

ideas and information, whether popular or unpopular, whether

consistent or not with the views of any particular government.

Broadcasters should be encouraged to serve the actual needs

of their communities rather than some arbitrary definition of

needs imposed by a federal bureaucrEcy. .Yet, current and

proposed license renewal procedures could give the FCC the

power to renew licenses of only those broadcasters whose

programming meets government-imposed standards or criteria.

The price of achieving stability in broadcast licensing should

not be the insulation of broadcasters from their local

communities by making them more responsive to the Government.

Counterbalancing the goal of reasonable stability in the license

renewal process, however, is the prohibition in the Communications

Act against anyone acquiring a property right in the broadcast

license and the First Amendment goal of promoting a diverse

and unfettered flow of information and ideas. The Government

has an affirmative duty under the Communications Act and the

First Amendment, therefore, to foster competition in broadcasting

and to assure that broadcasters are responsive to the needs of

their communities. The spur of competition and the threat of

non-renewal also are indispensable components of broadcast

regulation.
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These are lofty and complex considerations. There is room for

differing views on the priorities and about the proper balance

to be struck. The issues transcend short-run political

differences. The decisions the Congress makes on license

renewal and on other broadcasting and cable communications

matters it will face in the next few years will have a major
•.. . •

effect on the flow of information and'freedom of expression

in our society for the rest of this century.

The Congress can take an important step now by adopting a

renewal policy that brings reasonable stability to the renewal

process; that insulates the broadcaster from the effects of

arbitrary and intrusive governmental influence; that turns

a broadcaster toward community standards and away from Govern-

ment standards; and that protects the public through clarification

and enforcement of the broadcasters' public interest obligations.

I would now like to address myself primarily to the provi9ions

of S. 1589, the Administration's renewal bill, and to H.R. 12993,

the House bill, and analyze them in terms of the problems and

objectives just discussed and needed changes in license renewals

that should be made.

There are four essential changes that should be made with respect

to present practice and procedures in the license renewal process:
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(1) the term of broadcast licenses should be extended from three

to five years; (2) there should be no requirement for a mandatory

comparative hearing for every competing application filed for

the same broadcast service; (3) restructuring of the broadcasting

industry through the renewal process should be prohibited; and

(4) the FCC should be precluded from using predetermined

categories, quotas, formats and guidelines for evaluating the
.• •

' programming. perfdrmande* df the license renewal applidan't:

1. Longer License Term

Both S. 1589 and H.R. 12993 would extend broadcast license terms

from three to five years. We support this proposal as consistent

with the public interest goal of stabilizing the renewal .process.

In the early days of radio a three-year license term was a

reasonable precaution for dealing with and supervising an infant

industry. In keeping with the present maturity and modern

complexities of the broadcasting industry, a five-year term

for broadcasters would be appropriate and consistent with the

terms for all other licenses granted under the Communications Act.

2. Comparative Hearing Procedures 

Presently, the law requires an automatic, inevitably lengthy and

costly, comparative hearing whenever a competing application is file0.
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for the same broadcast service. Under the Administration bill,

S. 1589, the procedures presently applicable to a petition to

deny renewal of a license, which are unaffected by our bill,

would apply also to a competing application. Thus, the challenger

would bear the initial burden of demonstrating that the renewal

applicant had not met the renewal criteria of the Act; the FCC
.•' .• . ...-
would he 'able to 6xerCise itsilidepen.dent judgment as to Whether •

a comparative hearing was necessary; and a hearing would be

required only if the Commission had cause to believe that the

broadcaster's performance might not warrant renewal.

It is important to remember that at stake in a comparative

hearing is the incumbent licensee's right to operate as a

private enterprise medium of expression. In order to insure

that such expression is robust, wide open, and unintimidated,

this right should be revoked only if clear and sound reasons of

public policy demand such action. This change would afford the

licensee a measure of stability and some necessary procedural

protections. We should not lose sight of the fact that being

put through the effort and expense of a five to ten-year

comparative hearing is itself a penalty that can be imposed

upon a superior broadcaster simply by filing of a competing

application.
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The expectation of receiving a hearing automatically, with no

additional burden of establishing deficiencies in an incumbent's

performance, can only encourage the filing of competing applications

for bargaining leverage, or harrassmont. This undermines the

stability of the renewal process, turning it into a forum for

inflated promises, and increasing the risk that the process will

,
be abused fOr purpose ••••'..•

H.R. 12993 lacks procedural safeguards incorporated in S. 1589

and thus fails to afford the broadcaster sufficient procedural

protection from these risks.

3. Prohibition Against Restructuring Through the

Renewal Process

The third necessary change is to preclude the FCC from any

restructuring of the broadcasting industry through application

of various policy criteria in individual renewal cases. Under

S. 1589, the FCC would be prohibited from using against the

renewal applicant any uncodified policies. If the FCC wished

to impose or change industry-wide policies affecting broadcast

ownership or operation, it would have to use its general rule

making procedures. This proposal would prevent arbitrary action

against individual broadcasters; would foster the certainty and

stability necessary to good broadcast operations; and would
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have the additional benefit of assuring that all other

interested parties would have opportunity to participate in

the proceeding before the rule was adopted.

For that reason, we support that provision of H.R. 12993

prohibiting the utilization of cross or multiple ownership or

integration of ownership and management policy principles as

criteria in a renewal proceeding unless codified. It should

be clear, however, that S. 1589, prohibiting utilization of

any policy not reduced to a rule, affords both the broadcaster

and the public much greater protection from capricious adminis-

trative action than does H.R. 12993, and is thus to be

preferred.

4. Clarification of Renewal Standards  and Prohibition Against
Use of Predetermined - Performance Criteria.

The Communications Act of 1934 fails to define what constitutes

the "public interest, convenience and necessity," and in the

intervening years this standards has come to mean different

things to different people. Important and sweeping powers

over broadcasting delegated to an administrative agency without

any more specific guidelines as to their application than the

"public interest," almost invite arbitrary, unpredictable, and

ever-increasing regulation.. Such vague standards also invite

rampant second-guessing of administrative agency action by the

courts.

• .•
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While there is a need to clarify the public interest test

used to evaluate the performance of a renewal applicant, we

must avoid adopting a test that would risk abridging the First

Amendment rights of broadcasters and the public. Such a risk

is presented by the current impetus, expressed in the

Commission's Docket No. 19154, for example, to establish

performance'quotas• or'program percentages' as a means .to judge

a licensee's programming performance.

While such standards would appear to be purely quantitative

criteria, it is difficult to conceive of an instance in which

the Commission would not look beyond the mere numbers. Since

program performance would be what is being measured, it seems

reasonable to assume that the Commission would be driven

inevitably to making qualitative judgments on program content

within quantitative benchmark. If past regulatory history

is a reliable indicator of future conduct, we could expect

to see such quantitative criteria applied in an increasingly

subjective manner and inflated over the years in an elusive

game of measure and countermeasure between the regulators

and the licensees.
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If this should occur, the licensee would not be fulfilling his

obligations to operate the station in accordance with the needs

and interests of his community, but in response to the require-

ments of a Federal agency.

F. %.

considering any predetermined performance criteria, categories,

quotas, percentages, formats or other such guidelines of general

applicability with respect to a licensee's programming.

H.R. 12993 contains no prohibition against such quantification

of the public interest and is deficient in that regard.

Both H.R. 12993 and S. 1589 would clarify present license renewal

standards, but go about the task in different ways. S. 1589

provides that in addition to compliance with the technical,

legal, financial and other requirements of the Communications

Act of 1934 and the FCC rules, the FCC could apply only the

following two criteria when evaluating a licensee's past or

proposed performance under the public interest standard:

(1) the ascertainment obligation, by which the broadcaster must

be substantially attuned to the needs and interests of its

service area and make a good faith effort to respond to those

needs and interests in his programming; and (2) the fairness



obligation, by which the broadcaster must provide reasonable

opportunity for discussion of conflicting views on public issues.

These two criteria represent a distillation of what the public

interest standard means in the context of license renewals.

First, that the-broadcast.license is granted in trust.for'public

service to a particular locality, and second, that the licensee,

as trustee, is responsible for providing such service. The

FCC's role would be limited to review of the licensee's reasonable

and good faith efforts in executing these obligations. In the

context of FCC review of broadcaster performance, "good faith"

is an objective standard of reasonableness and not a subjective

standard relating to the broadcaster's intent or state of mind.

It makes clear the intent of Congress that the FCC is to focus

on the community's definition of its needs and interests in

programming rather than imposing on the broadcaster and the

community the Commission's own judgments about what is good

programming.

H.R. 12993 also would condition the renewal of a broadcast

license on the retrospective assessment of a licensee's

ascertainment efforts and whether his operations have been

responsive to the needs, views, and interests of the public
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in his service area as ascertained. This provision is similar,

of course, to that of S. 1589. Both bills would turn the

broadcaster back to his community to find what programming will

serve the public interest, and are thus designed to reduce the

role of the government in the relationship between a broadcaster

and thejocal.community..which.he; serves;— We therefore support

this aspect of H.R. 12993.

Although we do not consider the House bill's failure to address

specifically in this context the broadcaster's fairness obligation

as a serious deficiency, the Congress should not allow the

opportunity presented by license renewal legislation to pass.

without expressing the need for some substantial improvement

in enforcement of the fairness obligation under the FCC's

Fairness Doctrine.

The broadcaster's fairness obligation to present contrasting

views on controversial issues of public importance is a long-

standing requirement. It is intended to protect the broad

interest of the public in fostering a diverse flow of information

and ideas. We support the enforcement of this fairness

obligation as long as it is done principally, and as originally

intended, on an overall basis at renewal time. What we do not

support is the present approach of enforcing this obligation on an
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issue-by-issue, case-by-case basis. It is this enforcement

process that has come to be known commonly as the Fairness

Doctrine and has become so chaotic and confused.

If the Congress decides to make no specific reference to the

fairness obligation, then the legislative history of the renewal

bill should include a COngressional statement that the preferred

way to evaluate the broadcaster's journalistic responsibility

is by overall review of his performance under the fairness

obligation at renewal time rather than on a case-by-case basis

throughout the license term. The legislative history of H.R. 12993

is silent in this respect, and that in itself is a deficiency.

H.R. 12993 would add some provisions to the Communications Act

that S. 1589 does not cover. These include addition of the

word "views" to the usual formulation of the broadcaster's

ascertainment obligation; a requirement for FCC procedures

governing negotiations between broadcasters and persons raising

significant issues about station operations; a requirement for

strict adherence to time limits for filing petitions to deny;

removal of the exclusive jurisdiction of the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia over license renewal matters

and other appeals of certain decisions and orders of the FCC;

requirement for continuing FCC study of deregulation in the

broadcast service; and a requirement that the FCC complete

action on Docket No. 18110, regarding cross-ownership watteIs.
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I have no quarrel with most of these provisions. I believe,

however, that the addition of the word "views" would inject

confusion into the ascertainment process, and I support Senator

Scott's bill in its deletion of the word. Moreover, I object

to the section dealing with FCC procedures for good faith

negotiations with . complainants during the course of the license...

period. Of course, broadcasters should always deal in good

faith with persons raising significant complaints. This is an

important obligation that most broadcasters have met throughout

the years. But I see no need to inv:ite further FCC regulation

of the relationship between the broadcaster and the communities

he is licensed to serve, nor to cast this relationship in an

adversary mold. The license renewal process itself, if improved

by the legislation before the Congress, will provide adequate

incentives for the broadcaster to cooperate with local public

groups and interests, if the license is to be renewed.

The major concerns with H.R. 12993 are that it does not provide

adequate insulation from the harassment that can arise from the

present automatic hearing requirement for competing applications

and from the increase in Government control of prOgram content

that could result from adoption of illusory quantitative program
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standards and guidelines. These are serious deficiencies in

light of recent broadcast regulatory history which has witnessed

an increase in filing of competing applications, and an apparently

inexorable accretion in regulatory power, and willingness to

apply that power, to force compliance with administratively

imposed program requirements. The 1960's, for example, were

marked by t'he a'dministrative and judicial evolution and application-

of the Fairness Doctrine on a case-by-case basis to specific

program and commercial content; the WHDH case; and by the

regulatory establishment of licensee obligations to carry

specific types of programming. This process has continued into

the 1970's, which have been marked by a variety of proposals

to force broadcasters to carry counter-advertising, to prescribe

how children's programs should be improved, and to set mandatory

percentages of various types of TV programming.

Of course, the FCC and the courts have not had this territory

entirely to themselves. Executive Branch officials in this

and past administrations have also expressed their concerns

about broadcast program content. But the Executive Branch has

no life and death control over broadcasters, as do the other

branches of government, so broadcasters can pay the Executive

Branch less heed. But, given the trend of increasing Government

controls, it is easy to see why broadcasters might get edgy when

any official makes a critical comment.
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Whether attempts to influence broadcast programming have come

from the FCC, the courts, or the Executive Branch, it is the

existence of regulatory mechanisms of program control that

gives rise to the potential for abuse, and it is the existence

of these mechanisms that the Congress should deal with through

enactment of legislation.
,

I submit that much of the current political turmoil over abuse

of FCC processes makes it clear that there is a definite need

for increasing the insulation of the broadcaster from governmental

intrusions in his First Amendment rights. This could be achieved

by enactment of license renewal legislation that contains the

essential safeguards of S. 1589 which are missing from II.R. 12993.

S. 1589 is designed to strengthen the First Amendment freedoms

of broadcasters. All four changes in our bill promote the

cause of less -- rather than more -- Government regulation and

substitute, as much as possible, the voluntary exercise of

responsibility by broadcasters for the often heavy and arbitrary

hand of Government. In short, both S. 1589 and H.R. 12993

turn the broadcaster back to his service area for guidance on

his program service, but only S. 1589 achieves this fully by

insulating the broadcaster from arbitrary or capricious Federal

interference in his First Amendment rights.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Sub-Committee, I welcome this

opportunity to appear before you today to discuss S. 3825,

the Administration's proposed long-term funding plan for

public broadcasting.

It was four years ago that I appeared before you at the hearing

regarding my confirmation as Director of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy (OTP). At that time, you reminded

me of this Administration's pledge to submit a long-range

funding plan for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)

and the local educational stations it is intended to serve.

I promised that we would do so. I never realized then what

an arduous journey it would be before we could keep that

promise.

Working closely and constructively with public broadcasters,

we have now devised a financing mechanism that satisfies as

fully as possible the many objectives and concerns surrounding

such an important and sensitive subject.

Mr. Chairman, the bill is analyzed in detail in the material

we submitted with the legislation, and I offer it for the

record. Therefore, I would like, in my time here today, to



review briefly how we arrived at this financing approach and

how this approach serves and enhances the fundamental principles

first set out in the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967.

Those principles are, first, that there must be local station

autonomy from centralized control within the public broadcast

system and, second, that there must be insulation of programming

from Government control arising out of the use of Federal funds.

We all agree that program choices must be left to the judgment

of broadcasters, independent of the wishes of Government officials.

But a medium of expression funded through the Federal appropriation

process can never be totally independent of Government. It

matters little that governmental control is not actually exerted

over programming; the mere potential for such control and influence

can chill--or charm--the exercise of independent judgments

by educational broadcasters. For these reasons, the Carnegie

Commission on Educational Television strongly recommended

permanent, insulated financing for the Corporation--that is,

financing completely free of the budgetary process of the

Executive Branch and the appropriations process of the Congress.
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OTP rejected this recommendation, just as the Johnson

Administration and this. Sub-Committee did in 1967, when

legislation created the framework, but not the financing,

for public broadcasting. The reason for the rejection is

that the Congress his an inescapable responsibility for

holding the recipients of tax dollars accountable for their

use of public funds. This is a valid and necessary governmental

responsibility even when the recipients of such funds operate

a communications medium.

Annual appropriations are just as unacceptable as permanent

appropriations, because there is insufficient insulation between

the budgetary and appropriations processes and sensitive

programming judgments. A multi-year appropriation represents

a reasonable balance between the conflicting objectives of

insulated financing and Government fiscal responsibility.

We did not, however, urge multi-year appropriations prior to

this time, since we felt an obligation to see that public

broadcasting was developing in line with the goals of the

1967 Act--to do otherwise would be to set in concrete a system

which worked at cross purposes to the intention of that

legislation. The Administration's recognition of this

responsibility was interpreted by some as an attempt to

dismantle public broadcasting. But we were not quarrelling



with public broadcasting as envisioned in the 1967 Act. We

did object to a fixed schedule, real-time public network

controlled and programmed in Washington in a manner that made

a sham of meaningful local participation.

Despite those problems, this Administration continued its

support for the public broadcasting system, recognizing its

contributions as well as its shortcomings. Our funding requests

for CPB have increased from $5 million in 1969 to $60 million

for 1975. But we rightly withheld support of a long-range,

insulated funding plan, until the public broadcast system

operated with checks and balances adequate to merit long-term

funding without intervening Congressional review.

Over the years public broadcasting changed. The structure

of the system and the policies of CPB and the Public Broadcasting

Service now reflect the importance of a direct and real local

station participation in programming decisions at the national

level. We have reached the point where insulated funding of

the system is not only appropriate, it is essential if public

broadcasting is to continue its present course to excellence

and diversity.

I would now like to turn to the provisions of the Administration's

proposed bill. S. 3825 is more than an appropriation for public

broadcasting. It completes the basic structure established in
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the 1967 Public Broadcasting Act by providing for insulated

funding, with Congressional oversight every five years, and

fosters the goal of local autonomy by the "pass-through"

of funds to local stations.

Under this financing plan, funds would be simultaneously

authorized and appropriated on the basis of a matching formula.

The Federal Government would match 40 percent of the entire

public broadcasting system's non-Federal income for each fiscal

year. This amounts to one Federal dollar for every $2.50

contributed to public broadcasting by non-Federal sources.

This matching fund formula insures strong Federal support for

public broadcasting and, at the same time, creates an incentive

to generate non-Federal contributions. As the Federal share

will represent at most 28 percent of public broadcasting's total

income, the matching principle also assures that Federal funds

will not dominate the financing of the system.

•
It is clearly necessary for the Administration to propose and

for Congress to set a maximum amount--or ceiling--for the

Federal funds available in a given year. The annual ceilings
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proposed in S. 3825 reflect the Administration's estimate of

the needs of the system. The ceilings also take into account

the other demands upon the Federal budget, as well as the over-

riding need to economize in the face of current fiscal problems.

I believe that the ceilings in our bill are adequate. Naturally,

those in public broadcasting believe that higher ceilings are

needed. However, this is the first venture into multi-year

appropriations for public broadcasting and it is prudent to

establish conservative limits at the outset.

The proposed legislation also serves the essential principle of

localism by building into the system checks and balances against

centralization of power over programs and operations. The

Administration's support of localism often has been misconstrued

to mean that we are against nationally produced and distributed

programs and want only those that are produced and originated

at local stations. Of course, there must be a balanced mix of

nationally and locally originated programming, but this is

not the main thrust of the localism principle. It is that

local educational stations should have a substantial role to

play and a voice in national programming decisions and a

meaningful choice in deciding whether to broadcast those programs
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to their local audiences. This concept goes back to the Congress'

own intent in the 1967 Act. The system created by that legis-

lation was based on the concept of localism not merely 
because

local autonomy in and of itself was seen as a desirable so
cial

goal. It is also the best way to promote the more basic concept

of diversity. Only when there is assurance of substantial

diversity of ideas and information will a Government-funded

medium of expression be compatible with our country's values
; and

it is only then that exercise of governmental budgetary respo
nsi-

bilities can be limited to five-year intervals.

To foster the principle of localism, S. 3825 requires that a

substantial percent of the annual appropriation of the C
orporation

be passed on to the local stations for use at their discre
tion.

In addition to insuring significant financial support for loc
al

stations, the bill requires the Corporation to consult
 with the

stations in making decisions regarding the distribut
ion of the

Federal funds.

I recognize that, controversial as it has been in the past
,

the notion of pass-through funds to enhance local station

autonomy in a structure of checks and balances is not 
particularly

controversial now. As is apparent from the enactment of the



Budget Reform Act of 1974,-hoWever a multi-year appropriation

is an extraordinary request to make of both the Executive and

Legislative branches. But public broadcasting, and the viewers

and listeners it serves, should ask for or accept no less from

those of us in Government.

The financing of Public broadcasting presents rare and unique

circumstances in which the Executive and Legislative branches

should give up some of the control they wield over federally

funded programs by virtue of the annual authorization and

appropriation process. This unusual funding mechanism is

essential, if the public broadcasting system as conceived by

the 1967 Act is to succeed. It is that simple. For that reason

the Administration has put aside its own reservations and has

proposed this bill. For the same reason Congress should loosen

its control of public broadcasting's pursestrings and pass this

legislation.

The past seven years have brought us all to a point at which we

simply must trust the people who run the stations and the national

public broadcast organizations and trust the American people who

would be the true beneficiaries of this funding approach. I

am not asking the Congress to have blind faith in public broad-



casting; just as I did not ask that of the President in urging

him to send this legislation to the Congress. But we have

created the system; it is a reality. We must now give it a

chance to succeed according to the original vision for a truly

independent and financially insulated system of public broad-

casting. To do so, I have discovered, you must be willing to

respect both reality and idealism. This bill is our best effort

to combine the two. I commend it to you and your colleagues.


